
 

 
    

International Law 
 
Doing business across borders requires understanding a multiplicity of laws. In addition 
to all the nations where your business has interests, you may also need to worry about 
international treaties—and how all of these bodies of law may interact or conflict with 
each other. To make a robust business plan—and to stay out of legal trouble in all the 
jurisdictions where you do business—you need to understand your obligations. 
 
The Eren Law Firm is uniquely qualified to handle this kind of work. Lead attorney Hal 
Eren and of counsel Steven I. Pinter are both former officials of the U.S. Treasury 
Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control, which handles issues related to sanctions 
against enemies of the United States. Special Counsel Victor D. Comras is a retired 
career diplomat from the U.S. State Department, where he handled strategic trade 
relations and economic sanctions, among other issues. After retiring from the State 
Department, he helped oversee the implementation of U.N. Security Council measures 
against terrorism.  
 
Global Focus 
We routinely advise our clients on all aspects of international business, from advice on 
understanding the law through interactions with regulatory agencies and representation 
in courts, administrative bodies, and international bodies. Our clients are financial 
institutions, businesses, individuals, and others who do business on a global scale.  
 
We offer advice and representation concerning:  

 Understanding clients’ legal obligations in all applicable jurisdictions 

 Understanding and resolving conflicts of law between jurisdictions 

 Understanding and litigating international treaties 

 Creating, interpreting, and litigating trans-jurisdictional commercial contracts 

 Litigation in U.S. federal court, federal administrative bodies, and international 
tribunals 

 Representation before U.S. financial regulatory bodies 
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 Representation in criminal matters with an international aspect, including 
extradition 

 Assistance with court matters that cross borders, including service of process, 
obtaining evidence, authenticating documents, and enforcing judgments 

 Business interactions with China  
 
We also represent foreign embassies and governments in the United States that need 
legal assistance with: 

 Issues of immunity for diplomats, or sovereign immunity for a government or 
government agency 

 Banking relations and transactions  

 Real estate transactions, acquisitions and disputes 

 Issues of state succession, in which a state ceases to exist and another assumes its 
place for legal and diplomatic purposes 

 Public relations 
 
The Eren Law Firm offers deep expertise on international legal matters. To talk to us in 
confidence about your situation and your options, contact us to set up a consultation.  
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